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from the President

Dear Friends,

2016 has been for us a very important year 
devoted to strengthening the outreach and 
impact of our flagship activities and launching 
new initiatives and partnerships. By our 
network building and advocacy activities, we 
strived to enable civic associations getting 
ownership of the public space, of the political 
debate, and to make their voice heard into the 
institutional arenas. Eventually, this contributes 
to a better understanding of the European 
mechanisms and policies, and to fostering a 
transnational expression of citizenship through 
civic participation.

Through our conferences, forums and alliances, 
we connected civil society actors, institutions, 
academics and media transnationally and 

cross-sectorally. These activities, such as for 
example the European Civic Days, create space 
for collective thinking and learning, for open 
discussion on current social, economic and 
democratic paradigms and finally, for a reality 
check of the way European policies deliver on 
the European values of Equality, Solidarity, 
Inclussiveness and Democracy, in the interest 
and for the well-being of its citizens. 

We worked to give visibility and to celebrate 
civic engagement. The European Citizenship 
Awards are meant to promote social and 
democratic innovation, and reward creativity 
in the way NGOs, campaigner, citizens’ media 
enact and reinvent citizenship in their daily life 
and work. Through all our activities, we try to 
empower civic organisations and citizens to 
challenge the current political and institutional 
frameworks, but also our own ways of thinking 
and doing, for the economic and social crisis 
which hit Europe in the recent years brought 
new forms of common living, unveiling citizens’ 
aspirations for better control on their social, 
political and economic environment. As 
opposed to top-down historic organizational 
utopias, the emerging models of self-organised 
initiatives propose bottom-up democratic 
approaches facilitating a fluid and open 
collective debate.

Beyond the horizontal reflection, exchanges 
and cooperation inside the network, the ECF 
is a tool for its member organisations to make 
their voice and concerns heard at the European 
level in various collaborative or institutional 

settings the ECF is part of. Together with major 
European networks, we created in 2015 Civil 
Society Europe (CSE), a permanent space for 
horizontal exchanges between European civil 
society organisations. The formalisation of 
CSE in 2016 was a key step forward towards 
its recognition as regular and meaningful 
interlocutor by the EU institutions, to make sure 
the voice of civic associations and movements 
is heard, alongside the voice of the social 
partners and corporate interests.

By mobilising civil society collectively, cross-
sectorally and transnationally, by showing 
constructive criticism to current institutional 
policies and frameworks, the ECF is making 
the case for the crucial role civil society 
organisations and citizens can play in the 
European democratic life. In this perspective, 
after a successful launch of the European 
Civic Academy that brought together some 
200 activists from all over Europe, we have the 
ambition to make this event become the space 
for civic activists in Europe for exchanging and 
learning from each other on current challenges 
faced by Civil Society. Civic space is under 
pressure today in Europe and worldwide by the 
technocratisation of political processes and by 
the rise of xenophobic nationalism and populist 
movements, security threats, etc. Future 
European Civic Academies will be dialogue, 
action-oriented and co-creation spaces for civil 
society actors to develop tools and strategies 
for better mobilising civic energy for an open, 
democratic, and inclusive society.

Message
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About us
Who are we?
The European Civic Forum (ECF) is 
a transnational network that brings 
together over 100 associations and 
NGOs across Europe active in various 
fields such as education to citizenship 
and democracy, culture, defence of 
Human rights, environment protection, 
development cooperation or support to 
NGO environment. We strive to foster 
civic engagement, thus contributing to 
the emergence of a European public 
sphere where the role and influence 
of civil society are fully recognized.

What we stand for?
Since its creation in 2005, the European Civ-
ic Forum has been particularly working to:

1. Enable civic participation through citi-
zens’ associations and movements for 
a Europe grounded on Equality, Soli-
darity and Democracy that guarantees 
effective access to rights for all;

2. Support the structuring of European 
civil society movement through alli-
ance building, collective thinking and 
joint campaigning for the common 
good;

3. Fight for the institutional recognition 
of civil society role and contribution 
through the setting up of a genuine 
European civil dialogue.

How do we take action?
We connect civil society actors trans-
nationally and cross-sectorally through, 
conferences, forums and alliances; 

We participate in civil dialogue structures 
within the European institutions; 

We campaign for the defense of civic 
space and the recognition of civil society 
organisations in the policy making pro-
cess.
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The Network’s life in 2016 
We welcomed new member from Germany

We are Europe! e.V.

We are Europe brings together European 
men and women with the aim of anchor-
ing the European idea among the popu-
lation, of consolidating solidarity among 
Europeans, providing them with a decisive 
voice in terms of shaping the Europe of 
the future and thus laying a fundament 
of European society”. Their main fields of 
activity are discussions and debates on 
general or up-to-date European topics as 
well as talks with MEP’s and trips to Eu-
ropean spots rarely visited or to European 
hot spots (Kiev) or to European centres of 
technical innovation (Airbus, ESA, CERN).
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Our key activities 
and achievements  
in 2016
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PROTECTING CIVIC SPACE  
IN EUROPE

In the past five years people across the EU have seen large scale attacks on social and cultural 
rights, discrimination, attacks and violence against minorities, mass surveillance and challenges 
to democratic rights. Of particular concern have been the on-going threats to democratic rights 
in Hungary, or the UK’s mass surveillance programmes, anti-protest laws enacted in Spain, and 
the forced eviction of Roma in Bulgaria and France and more recently the Polish government’s 
moves against media freedom, judicial independence and civil liberties.

In this context, the ECF takes active part in Civil Society Europe working group on civic space and 
fundamental rights and joined forces with other organisations such as European Alternatives, 
the European Cultural Foundation or CIVICUS, to monitor and raise awareness on current trends 
and threats to European civic space and democratic values.

TIME TO DECLARE A STATE OF DEMOCRACY!
Round table on claiming  
fundamental rights in Europe

The European Civic Forum organised, in 
partnership with European Alternatives, a 
public debate in Brussels in the European 
Parliament on 18 February 2016 titled “Time 
to declare a State of Democracy!”

This event came at a juncture in time where 
fundamental rights and the European  
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Union’s founding principles of human dig-
nity, freedom, democracy, respect for hu-
man rights, solidarity, non-discrimination, 
and equality are at the centre of debate all 
across Europe. These values are common 
to the Member States in a society in which 
pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance 
and justice prevail. Article 2 has a promi-
nent place in the EU treaties, yet a vast gap 
exists between these rights and values 
and their exercise and implementation.

In the light of repeated attacks to these 
democratic standards in Hungary over 
the last years and recent developments 
in Poland, as well the decision by the Eu-
ropean Commission to activate the “Rule 
of law procedure” concerning Poland, this 
round-table discussion aimed to explore 
what could be the most effective mecha-
nisms for EU reactions to systematic at-
tacks by member states on fundamental 
values, human rights and civil freedoms 
and build a Europe that respects these 
values.

Ep Vice-President Tania FAJON engaged 
into dialogue with NGOs from Hungary, 
Poland, Croatia, Spain and France on how 
the EU can react to the attacks on fun-
damental values, human rights and civil 
freedoms and build a Europe that respects 
these values. 
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CIVIL SOCIETY EUROPE REPORT ON CIVIC SPACE

Recent years have witnessed increased 
challenges to the core democratic values 
upheld in many parts of the world, pro-
test movements have gathered in many 
countries to call for greater accountabil-
ity of governments. At the same time a 
number of governments have appeared 
to regard civil society organisations and 
active citizens as unhelpful and have at 

times suggested that the basic freedoms 
of association, assembly and expression 
should be limited in favour of vaguely de-
fined ‘national interests’; in other cases 
there have been direct calls for limits to 
the right to campaign, which would un-
dermine the basic freedoms that lie at the 
heart of democracy in Europe. So we set 
out to understand a core issue: do civil 
society organisations feel that their rights 
are being eroded? This survey set out to 

draw out some initial perceptions of civil 
society leaders in Europe as part of a wider 
global process to understand and analyse 
the changes that are taking place in many 
countries. It is intended to highlight some 
key trends but does not aim to provide a 
fully comprehensive picture of the situ-
ation in every country at this stage. The 
survey aimed to assess the confidence 
and perception of civil society organisa-
tions in three key areas: 

1
Key civic space freedoms

3
Views on broader political 

trends in Europe

2
Challenges and opportunities 

facing civil society
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Along the key findings, overall conditions 
for civil society and citizen action are rated 
by 41% of the respondents below and by 
41% above the average. Younger respond-
ents are more positive by rating conditions 
mostly above the average. However re-
spondents from Eastern European coun-
tries consider by 52% that conditions for 
civil society in their countries are poor. 
Irrespective of age, 58.7% of the respond-
ents consider that in the last year there is 
a tendency for deterioration.

Towards an EU strategy to promote 
civic space. MEPs discuss with civil 
society organisations

Several members of the European Par-
liament working on civil liberties, human 
rights and development cooperation and 
representatives of European civil society 
organisations met on 18 November for a 
breakfast exchange on shrinking civic space 
in Europe, at the initiative of Vice President 
Sylvie Guillaume and Civil Society Europe.

This exchange was particularly timely 
as the report on the Establishment of an 
EU mechanism on democracy, the rule of 
law and fundamental rights, which also 
includes the monitoring of civic freedoms, 
has just been adopted in plenary, a study 
identifying follow-up actions to the Sub-

committee on Human rights hearing on 
shrinking civic space last July is due to 
be published early next year, and the De-
velopment Committee is starting to work 
on an own initiative report regarding the 
shrinking of civic space.
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EUROPEAN CITIZENSHIP AWARDS

Since 2016, the European Citizenship 
Awards 2016 became a joint initiative be-
tween Volonteurope and European Civic 
Forum, two European networks which pro-
mote active citizenship and recognition 

of the importance of social justice to the 
cohesion of communities across Europe. 
The Awards celebrate the democratic and 
civic engagement of individuals, organi-
sations, citizens’ groups, media platforms 
and social enterprises, recognising innova-
tive initiatives and contributions which give 

real substance to European values, create 
ownership of public space and improve 
the lives of our communities in terms of 
democracy, social justice and universal 
access to rights.

The joint initiative comes at a time when 
the European project is facing many chal-
lenges. Through the European Citizenship 
Awards 2016, the two networks will rec-
ognise and give visibility to outstanding 
initiatives and civil society actors who put 
European democratic citizenship into prac-
tice and have a real, positive impact on the 
lives of their communities – be it at the 
local, regional, national or European level.  

The candidates were selected through a 
judging panel and public online voting – 
which garnered over 4.500 votes. Cele-
brating London’s status as the European 
Volunteering Capital for 2016, and in rec-
ognition of the support of Team London, 
the Awards ceremony was held at London 
City Hall on 12 September 2016.
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Check out the laureates:

Campaign of the Year

Refugee Aid Miksalište. Giv-
en the large number of refu-
gees coming to and through 
Belgrade since August 2015, 
on the “Balkan route”, as 
non-governmental organisa-
tions and humanitarian initia-
tives, NGO Mikser and Vlade 
Divac Foundation started a 
campaign to help refugees, 
by  establishing a welcome 
point, transforming an open 
air venue, “Miksalište,” into 
Refugee Aid Serbia’s main 
support centre.

Volunteer of the Year

Bjorn Formosa  is a 29-year-
old from Malta who was diag-
nosed with terminal ALS last 
August 2015 and from then 
onwards he has worked tire-
lessly to find a cure for ALS 
and improve sufferers’ quality 
of life through the ALS Malta 
Foundation. Bjorn is focused 
on the Maltese ALS and motor 
neuron disease and sufferers.

Social Enterprise  
of the Year

Agricoltura Capodarco Soci-
età Cooperativa Sociale, an or-
ganic multifunctional farm on 
the outskirts of Rome, found-
ed in 1978 as an offshoot of 
the Community Capodarco of 
Rome. In 1978 the community 
was created in Grottaferrata 
and started agricultural ac-
tivity with a group of disable 
and disadvantaged people, 
making it a model of social 
farming in Italy and the EU 
nowadays.

Media Initiative  
of the Year

United Youth Journalists  is 
an international youth lead 
project with the vision of 
raising awareness of what is 
going on in the world in order 
to collaborate in building the 
foundations of peace and 
sustainability. Through relia-
ble, impartial news sources 
our aim is to share and learn, 
writing about the issues tak-
ing place in our region of the 
world.

Besides these outstanding Laureates, the jury decided to reward two other candidates: the Okruženje (Vecinities) TV programme from 
the Media category, as well as Mohamed Al-Saud, who was running for the Volunteer of the Year.
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ENABLING CIVIC 
PARTICIPATION

Citizens’ participation to political, economic, social and cultural life is crucial to ensure a healthy 
functioning of our democratic societies. Civic resilience and capacity to stand up against re-
gressive trends is crucial to oppose the systematic erosion of our democracy. Alongside free 
and independent media, civic organizations and movements represent an essential actor for 
democratic checks and balances. The emergence of massive social movements, calling for the 
access to rights urges us to broaden the perspective on citizens’ involvement in direct democracy 
beyond the sole “institutional” actions. We therefore aim at thinking about the relations between 
these movements and organised civil society; a strong ambition yet to come.

CREATE/REACT POLICY NGO TRAINING
The State of Participation in the EU: what 
are the participation rights and tools? 
How does it work in practice?

The ECF organised, in cooperation with 
European Alternatives, a three-day NGO 
training session in Brussels in February 
2016 aimed at providing effective advoca-
cy towards European institutions, citizen 
lobbying, and using European level tools to 
influence policy for rights protection. It also 
looks forward to how civil society can de-
velop better communication channels with 
the EU, particularly in light of Article 11 TEU.
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Lobbyists and policy professionals aim to 
play a large role in influencing European 
policy in Brussels. Alongside policy work 
though, a number of mechanisms also 
exist to enable civil society and citizen 
voices to be heard at the European level, 
from consultations to European Citizen 
Initiatives. A number of networks have 
been developed to amplify the voices of 
civil society, and a number of European 
Citizen Initiatives have already taken place, 
but there is much scope for a strength-
ened activist and civil society voice on the 
European level.

The Lisbon treaty, through its article 11, 
makes participatory democracy a tool to 
strengthen the democratic legitimacy of 
the European Union and therefore a prin-
ciple of governance, as a complement to 
representative democracy. 

After a brief insight on the rights and 
mechanisms for citizens to take part in 
the democratic life of the EU, participants 
engageg into interactive discussion to 
explore the potential and limitations of 
these tools, how citizens and civil society 
organisations can make best use of those 
rights and make sure their voice is heard 
by the institutions.

NEW DEMOCRACY
Unlocking the potential of citizen initia-
tives in transforming societies

The European Civic Days 2016 in Am-
sterdam were part of a broader series of 
events on democratic and cultural renew-
al in Europe from a citizen’s perspective, 
organized by our local members Netwerk 
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transforming our cities and regions for the 
common good.

On May 30 the City Makers Agenda was pre-
sented to the EU Member States, gathered 
in Amsterdam at that moment to sign the 
Pact of Amsterdam and EU Urban Agen-
da. At Pakhuis de Zwijger we gatghered the 
same day at the City Makers Summit for a 
full day of workshops, lectures and debates. 
The ECF participated in a debate session 
Europe by People with the Laboratory for 
the Governance of Commons Bologna and 
Synathina, the participatory platform of the 
city of Athens. We organized as well a dia-
logue session on Shrinking Civic and Demo-
cratic Space with civil society activists from 
Hungary, Poland, Spain and the Netherlands, 
looking into the main threats to civil liberties 
and democracy in Europe and the needs for 
transnational action against these attacks.

that the gap between politics and citizens 
has been widened. How can these new 
forms of democracy bring in a transform-
ative change? From local to transnational, 
what is the upscaling potential of such initi-
atives? This debate series explored differ-
ent city policies and alternative practices 
which are reinvigorating democracy and 

Democratie and partners Pakhuis de Zwi-
jger and the European Cultural Foundation 
in the frame of the Dutch EU Presidency. 

In many cities, regions and countries, new 
forms of democracy are emerging, based 
upon the observation that the classical 
democratic representation is facing an 
unprecedented crisis of legitimacy and 
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DEMOCRACY IN EUROPE: missing links  
(disenchantment, expectation and practice)

A European Civic Academy

European civil society representatives and 
academics met on 8 and 9 October 2016 in 
La Rochelle, France to discuss about “De-
mocracy in Europe and the missing links”. 
Some 200 militants from citizens’ platforms, 
but also representatives from social action, 
human rights, culture and environment or-
ganisations coming from all over Europe 
gathered together. They notably discussed 
complex questions raised by citizens’ disen-
chantment, practice, and expectation with 

regard to democracy and in relation to the 
“democratic deficit” in Europe, for better 
understanding the links and many features 
of constantly developing and self-renewing 
democratic practices across Europe. How 
to make them converge in support to the 
vision of society we are defending?

Keynote speakers proposed cross-cut-
ting approaches to the three aspects of 
“frustrations, practices, expectations”. 
For example, by casting a light on the link 
between local, regional, national and Eu-
ropean levels; by linking societal dynamics 
observed in crisis-stricken regions with 
those in better economic situations; by 

comparing regions where a political an-
swer taking into account mobilisations 
around our values is emerging, and re-
gions where there is no political answer 
linking “the local to the global”; etc. 

The first European Civic Academy has 
been a real exercise of learning from mobi-
lisations which illustrate the challenges for 
a vivid, progressive democracy and explor-
ing ways to scale up democratic practices 
and connect forces to better stand up for 
the values we share. For example: mobi-
lisations for access to water or access to 
health care; mobilisations for the building 
of inclusive local democracies; etc. 
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CREATE / REACT Policy NGO Training 
Creating links with policy makers
The European Civic Forum organised, in 
partnership with European Alternatives, 
a participatory workshop debate in Brus-
sels on 18 February 2016 from 8:30 am 
to 10:00 am entitled “Building links with 
policy makers”. This discussion is part of 
a European project called Citizen Rights 
Europe, aiming to look at how, when and 
where people in the EU can individually and 
collectively protect and advance rights.

This event comes at a juncture in time 
when notions like democratic deficit and 

BUILDING EUROPEAN  
CIVIL DIALOGUE 

By mobilising civil society collectively, cross-sectorally and transnationally, by showing construc-
tive criticism to current institutional policies and frameworks, the ECF is making the case for 
the crucial role civil society organisations and citizens can play in the European democratic life. 

The ECF strives to engage civil society and institutions in continuous discussion to envision a 
European democracy delivering on the promise of solidarity between people and states, of equal 
access to fundamental rights for all.
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citizens’ participation gained permanent 
seat in the institutional discourse and com-
munication. Particularly since the entry into 
force of the Lisbon treaty, civil and social 
dialogue has been recognized as principle 
of good governance and major tool in poli-
cy-shaping and decision-making processes 
at European level. Yet, paradoxically, the 
gap between citizens and the European in-

stitutions is widening and popular support 
for EU policies is at record law.

The workshop will provide participants and 
representatives from the European Com-
mission and European Parliament with the 
opportunity to engage in discussion about 
the right for citizens to have a say in the 
decision making process and explore:

What are the needs 
for policy input 

from the institu-
tional side?

What are the ex-
pectations in terms 
of impact from civil 

society side?

How to bridge  
the gap?

Policy report

The background document for these de-
bates was the Policy Report A state of de-
mocracy: towards citizen rights protec-
tion in the EU. We are currently facing a 
double dilemma, as European democracy 
is at stake both when EU policies don’t 
illustrate the values enshrined in the Trea-
ties or their making process is too dis-
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tant from the people, and when attacks 
to these values by Member States under-
mine the mutual trust needed to establish 
and area of freedom, security and social 
justice.

When facing such challenges, the EU’s 
main responses have been through Ar-
ticle 11 TEU and its mechanisms to en-
courage citizen participation in its policy 
development processes, and Article 7 TEU, 
allowing the Union to react to systematic 
threats to fundamental values by Member 
States. It is clear however that these pro-
cesses are not enough. Participation tools 
are often weak or non-existent, denying 
citizens of the EU the opportunity to en-
gage in the EU’s work, while Article 7 and 
its pre-processes are unlikely to be used. 

A number of proposals have been made 

to close this gap and build EU oversight 
of Member States that violate fundamen-
tal rights and values. However these pro-
posals have so far heavily leant towards 
technocratic or political decisions rather 
than citizen participation.

European Alternatives and the European 
Civic Forum propose something new in 
the way to address the democratic chal-
lenges and the threats to fundamental rights 
in the EU is the same – more participation, 
more dialogue and placing the citizen at the 
heart of European policy making. Our report 
makes a number of recommendations to the 
European institutions to achieve this, under 
the following areas: 

» Putting citizens’ rights and the com-
mon good at the centre of Europe-
an policies

» Becoming a driving force in creating 
a more enabling environment for 
participation

» Building a clear and structured 
framework for regular dialogue with 
civil society

» Putting the respect and the promo-
tion of the fundamental values of the 
Union and the core European require-
ments of democracy and the rule of 
law at the forefront of the Institution’s 
actions

» Establishing participatory mecha-
nisms and tools to secure rights pro-
tection throughout Member States

» Protecting the rights – including 
the right to participation – of third 
country nationals
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Financial  
Report

STAKEHOLDERS’ & POLICY DIALOGUES
EU Citizenship report: our common val-
ues, rights and democratic participation

ECF put forward these proposals in the 
frame of discussions, consultations and 
hearings for the preparation of the Europe-
an Commission EU Citizenship report 2016. 

According to the outcomes of a public 
consultation organised by the Commis-
sion in 2015, although almost nine out of 
10 respondents (88%) indicated that the 
EU should give a stronger voice to citizens, 
especially young people, in democratic 
decision-making through online consulta-
tions and dialogue mechanisms, it is re-
grettable that the Commission’s proposals 
in the report comes short of expectations 
in terms of concrete actions and mecha-
nism for participation. Learning mobility 
and trans-national volunteering definitely 

contribute to enhancing the feeling of be-
longing, giving meaningful substance to 
the European values. But as expresses in 
our contribution to the public consultation, 
we would have expected concrete action 
proposals for better consultation and di-
alogue mechanisms.

European Citizenship in Challenging 
Times, Barcelona

This policy report served as well as basis for 
discussion within the conference European 
Citizenship in Challenging Times” organized 
by the DG Home affairs, Migration and Citi-
zenship and its Civil Dialogue Group in Bar-
celona on 31 May-1st June 2016.

The meeting brought together citizenship 
organizations and experts on memory and 
remembrance with the aim to reflect on 
the development of a policy framework 
to guide the assessment and future de-

velopment of the Europe for Citizens pro-
gramme. Among the key issues discussed 
was the fear of losing identity and the 
weakening of the democratic institutions 
due to religion and cultural fragmentation. 
In this context, where are the imaginary 
boundaries of the European citizenship 
and European memory? How can we 
achieve a pluralistic democracy and a 
real dialogue between different cultures? 
How can we create an inclusive memory 
to sustain a democratic and integrative 
citizenry? Is solidarity possible in a context 
of national and religious divisions? 
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Financial  
Report

EXPENDITURE
Staff costs (direct  
and seconded staff) 179 200,22  €

General expenditure, rental,  
printing and publishing 70 866,98 €

Conferences,  
seminars, workshops  129 317,30 €

Miscellaneous 47 989,99 €

Total expenditure 427 374,49 €

INCOME
Public subsidies  
(EU, national) 273 386,75 €

Self-financing  
(membership fees) 7 600,0 €

Contribution by  
member organisations 131 969,11 €

Other contributions  
(private foundations) 15 000,0 €

Total income 427 955,86 €

ACCOUNTING RESULT   581,37 €
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Internal Governance Structure
General Assembly
The European Civic 
Forum is governed by 
the General Assembly 
(GA) of its members, 
which meets once 
a year and takes 
statutory decisions.

Board of Directors
Currently composed 
of 27 member 
organisations 
from 15 European 
countries, the ECF 
Board is responsible 
for implementing 
the GA decisions, for 
defining the overall 
strategy and the 
activities to run.

President:
Jean-Marc Roirant  
La Ligue de l’Enseignement 
France

Members:
Paul Smits 
AEGEE-Europe, Belgium

Goran Forbici 
CNVOS – Center for information 
service, co-operation and  
development of NGOs, Slovenia

Vice-presidents:
Raffaella Bolini 
ARCI, Italy

Jan Robert Suesser 
Ligue des Droits de l’Homme, France

Oonagh Aitken 
Community Service Volunteers, UK

Cristian Pîrvulescu 
Asociația Pro Democrația, România)

Director 
Alexandrina 
Najmowicz

Advocacy Officer 
Valentin Dupouey- 
Sterdyniak

Network development and 
communication officer 
Vladimir Sestovic

Steering Committee
Mainly insures the political representation of the network.

Head Office
Implements the work programme
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Member Organisations
• Academia Cidadã – Portugal 
• Action pour le développement 

intégré et la formation (ADIF) – 
France 

• Association européenne de 
l’éducation (AEDE) – Europe 

• Association européenne pour la 
défense des droits de l’Homme 
(AEDH) – Europe 

• Association des Etats Généraux 
des Etudiants en Europe (AEGEE) 
– Europe 

• Athens network of collaborating 
experts (ANCE) – Greece 

• Animafac (+25 organisations) – 
France

• Anne Frank’s House – Netherlands 
• ANO pro Evropu – Czech Republic 
• ARCI associazione di promozione 

sociale – Italy 
• Asociace NNO v Ceske Republice 

– Czech Republic 
• Asociace Občanskych Poraden – 

Czech Republic 
• Asociatia Pro Democratia – 

Romania 
• Association for Civil Society 

Development (SMART) – Croatia 
• Association for Democratic 

Initiatives (ADI) – FYROM 
• ATD- Quart Monde – France 
• A Praça – Portugal 
• ANACEJ – France
• CAP Magellan – Portugal 

• Centre for Information, Service, 
Co-operation and Development of 
NGOs (CNVOS) Slovenia 

• Centrum Edukacji Obywatelskiej 
- Poland

• Centrum pre Europsku politiku 
(CEP) – Slovaquie 

• Civisme et Démocratie (CIDEM) 
– France 

• CIPSI (Coordinamento di 
Iniziative Popolari di Solidarieta 
Internazionale) – Italy 

• Citizens Union Paremvassi – 
Greece 

• Civic Alliance – Latvia 
• CIVICA (Association d’élus 

Portugais, Luso-Français et 
Européens de France) – France 

• Conseil des Mariannes de la 
République (CMR) – France 

• Community Development Institute 
(CDI) – FYROM 

• Confédération des Maisons des 
Jeunes et de la Culture de France 
– France 

• Contact 2103 – Europe 
• Culture et Liberté – France 
• Democracy International – 

Germany 
• Documenta – Spain 
• Association d’étudiants 

francophones (EFPOLIT) – 
Slovaquie 

• EUROCLIO – Europe 
• Europa Haz – Hungary 
• European Centre “SN7” – FYROM 

• European Civic Education 
Foundation – Hungary 

• European Development Centre 
– Italy 

• European Institute Foundation – 
Bulgaria 

• European Social Forum – Cyprus 
• Fondation pour la solidarité – 

Belgium 
• Forum permanent de la société 

civile européenne – Belgique 
• Fundacion CIVES – Spain 
• Fundatia pentru Dezvoltarea 

Societatii Civile – Romania 
• GONG – Croatia 
• Gruppi Solidarieta Internazionale 

- GSI - Italy
• Initiative for Development and 

Cooperation (IDC) – Serbia 
• Initiative and Referendum Institute 

Europe (IRI-Europe) – Germany 
• Initiative for Social Change (InSoc) 

– FYROM 
• Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) – 

Poland 
• Jaan Tonisson Institute – Estonia
• Les Jeunes européens – France 
• Johannes Mihkelson Centre – 

Estonia 
• Jeunesse au plein air (JPA) – 

France 
• Kesalukioseura ky – Finland 
• La Liga Española de la Educación 

y la Cultura Popular – Spain 

• La Ligue de l’Enseignement – 
France 

• La Ligue Luxembourgeoise de 
l’enseignement – Luxembourg 

• Legambiente – Italy 
• Les Francas – France 
• Ligue des Droits de l’Homme 

(LDH) – France 
• Mouvement Rural de Jeunesse 

Chrétienne (MRJC) – France 
• L’interloque – France 
• Movimient Laic i Progressista – 

Spain 
• Netwerk Democratie – 

Netherlands 
• New Europeans – United Kingdom
• Non-Governmental Organisations 

Information & Support centre 
(NISC) – Lithuania 

• Nyt Europa/ Global citizen – 
Denmark 

• Obcan a demokracia – Slovakia 
• Legal information centre for NGOs 

(PIC) – Slovenia 
• Roma Democratic Development 

Association (SONCE) – FYROM 
• Rural Youth Union – Poland 
• TERA- Maison de l’Europe de la 

Charente – France 
• The Women’s Centre – United 

Kingdom 
• Volunteering Matters – United 

Kingdom 
• Youth Work Ireland – Ireland 
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